DNA fiber-FISH staining mechanism.
Fluorescence in situ hybridization to DNA fibers (Fiber-FISH) is a high-resolution, wide-ranging physical DNA mapping method that finds increasing application in the study of pathological gene rearrangements. Here we present experiments designed to understand the nature of the discontinuous FISH signal patterns seen after Fiber-FISH. Use of a novel cisplatin-based chemical labeling method enabled us to produce intact biotin-labeled cosmid target DNA molecules. We monitored by immunofluorescence the fate of such cosmid targets during denaturation and hybridization. The same cosmid DNA labeled with digoxigenin by nick-translation was used to analyze the FISH probe signal distribution in a different color. The probe signals proved to be a subset of the target signals remaining after denaturation and hybridization. We argue that the discontinuity of probe signals in Fiber-FISH is mainly caused by loss of target DNA and limited accessibility due to in situ renaturation and attachment. Furthermore, we conclude that FISH sensitivity is determined by hybridization efficiency and not the ability to generate sufficient signal from small probes. (J Histochem Cytochem 48:743-745, 2000)